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Credit union prepares for opening
Savings co-op awaits
OK from legal counsel
By David Barry
Daily staff writer
The Washington Square Federal
Credit Union is still waiting to open on
campus.
Associated Students President
Tom Boothe and Mike McLennan, director of the credit union wanted to be
in operation by March 2.
However, the credit union is still
awaiting approval from Bruce Richardson, general counsel to SJSU, and
the signature of President Gail Fullenon.

The main delay is the lease that
will enable the credit union to rent
space in the A.S. Business Office.
which is located on the second floor of
the Student Union.
Richardson, who is supposed to
have already received the lease. must
make sure that the credit union is an
"arm’s-length" distance from the um
versity, so that the AS., SJSU. Cali
fornia State University or the state ot
California is not liable for any action
that the credit union lakes.
See APPROVAL, back page

Founding members opened accounts

.

Gail F unction
. 8/St: president

By David Barry
Daily staff writer
Although it hasn’t started operating on campus. the
Washington Square Federal Credit Union has opened its
doors
hut not to everyone.
It has allowed the opening of accounts and paid out approximately 512,000 in loans since its charter was approved
in October. said Mike McLennan, chairman of the credit
union.
The credit union has between 20 and 311 accounts
started by founding members, he said.
As a result of these accounts and deposits from other
credit unions, the credit union now has assets totaling
$200,000. McLennan said.
Associated Students President Tom Boothe and McLennan released the information to the Spartan Daily in response to recent questions by Student Union Board of Di -

rectors member Michael Johnson.
In its current state, the operation is perfectly legal. McLennan said.
"Once a credit union is chartered by the National
Credit Union Administration, it is allowed to operate anywhere.’. he said. "But we want to operate on campus."
The credit union is still awaiting the approval of Bruce
Richardson, general counsel to SJSU, and the signature of
President Gail Fullerton before it can begin serving SJSU
students and members of the Alumni Association, McLennan said.
If they approve, the credit union will lea.se A.S. Business Office space for $120 a month in the Student Union.
Until that time
which could he within the next
week - McLennan said he doesn’t feel the credit union
can fully utilize its operation.
See ACCOUNTS, back page

New bond act
would help
quake safety
Five SJSU buildings affected

’lam Boothe
I S. president

Boothe
says no
to club’s
request
By David Barry
Daily staff writer
A.S. President Tom Boothe has
vetoed a 51,348 allocation to the Turkish Folklore and Ensemble Club.
The Associated Students Board of
Directors can override the veto with a
two-thirds vote.
The club requested the money for
16 new costumes.
After a long debate at Wednesday’s A.S. hoard of directors meeting,
the allocation was approved by a 6-3
vote.
Boothe said he had two main reasons for vetoing the allocation.
The first was there were not
enough SJSU students in the group.
Under the guidelines set firth by
the A.S. for giving allocations, a
group which wants money has to have.
at least 80 percent of its members enrolled at SJSU.
At Monday’s meeting of the A.S.
special allocations committee. A.S.
adviser Jim Cellini said the group did
meet the requirement.
But after questioning the club’s
staff adviser Omer Uyuklu Wednesday, several members of the A.S.
board and Boothe were not sure the requirement was being met.
At
Wednesday’s
meeting.
Uyuklu reiterated 80 percent of his
group is SJSU students.
However, the allocation was to he
given to the group’s traveling dance
troupe. Approximately 23 of those 30
members are not SJSU students.
"The core of the dance group are
non -students," Uyuklu said. "We
would like to have more students. but
it’s hard for them to devote the time."
After the meeting, Ten Cooper,
A.S. director of sponsored programs,
said this was why she voted against the
proposal.
"Omer stated over and over again
that his group was composed of nonstudents," Cooper said. "The hoard
does not have the right to give money
to non -students.
Boothe agreed with Cooper.
"From the arguments, there are
not enough students to qualify for A.S.
money," Boothe said.
Boothe also said the group was
hesitant to accept the money.
Originally, the group requested
$1,896 for the costumes. At Monday’s
meeting, the allocation committee split
this request into a direct allocation of
S896 and an underwrite of SI .000.
It was to he used with $800 from
the group for the new costumes.
See VIITO, back page

Edward Ledesma Daily staff photogLii
Willy De I,a Rosa (left) and Nlicah Lieberman irighti take art student Pamela Kritikos’ statue "Mabel"
for an unauthorized visit to their fraternity house. Lieberman said the excursion was meant as a joke.

Artist finds missing green lady
having a beer at fraternity house
By Victor Manuel I nzunta
Kritikos, along with her adviser, art Prof. Joel Slay Daily staff writer
ton, went to the house.
Pamela Kritikos. 25, an art major, sat her sculpture
"We spoke to the vice president of the fraternity
outside the Spartan Bakery in one of the tables at noon
and asked him what Mabel was doing there." Kritikos
Monday because she wanted her artwork to interact with
said. "She was sitting there
people.
with a beer in her hand."
The six-foot fiberglass
Lieberman said yestersculpture of a woman,
day he and De La Rosa took
which she calls Mabel, had
Mabel as a joke, with the inbecome a six-month labor
tention of returning her later
of love for the artist. She
that afternoon.
felt public exposure was the
"We didn’t intend to
perfect finishing touch.
steal it or keep it," LieberInstead, the sculpture
man said. "It’s obvious we
was taken by two Sigma Nu
didn’t mean any harm.
members,
identified as
"It turns out that we
Willy De La Rosa and
did cause harm, but we only
Micah Lieberman, to their
meant it as a joke."
fraternity house, university
Kritikos said she has
police Chief Lew Schatz
reported the incident to
said.
Martin. dean of stuRobert
"I wanted people to indent services.
teract with it, hut I didn’t
"I’m very angry about
want them to steal it." Krithis, hut I’m not going to
tikos said.
press charges," Kritikos
"They were sitting
said. "But I would like to
down at the table, I saw
make them realize what
them and thought ’great,
they’ve done by their stupid
that’s what I want.’ " Kritijoke.’
kos said. "A half hour later.
Stahel"
sculpture
her
kritikus
with
Pamela
It Shannon Maloney
I looked out there and it was
said he saw the to men
gone.’
Kritikos said she had been in art class and had been carrying the statue.
"I was walking through campus and saw a green
checking on the sculpture periodically before it disapstatue being carried across campus." Maloney said.
peared.
’Later on that day. I overheard on the police dispatch
"Then. I went from being panicked, to frantic, to
that the statue was stolen.’’
hysterical. to being really pissed off," she said.
Maloney said he reported what he had seen to the
Kritikos said she reported the disappearance to the
dispatcher, who relayed the information to the officer inUniversity Police Department and started asking people
vestigating the incident.
in the bakery whether they had seen who had taken
"I figured some college kids were going through
Mabel.
some ritual and had to carry this thing across campus, or
A woman at the bakery said she had seen the two
some
students were taking their art project home." MaSigma Nu members carrying it away to their fraternity
loney said
house, Kritikos said.

10,

By Larry Aragon
Daily staff writer
Aging SJSU buildings will get a
face lift if an 5800 million bond act is
approved by California voters.
Senate Bill III would provide
money from state general obligation
bonds to reconstruct seismically unsafe state buildings.
The hill is badly needed. said
Tom Tobin, director of the Califiwnia
Seismic Safety Commission.
In 1981 the CSSC issued a report
which rated 13,350 state buildings for
earthquake safety, and live SJSU
buildings were in the I(X) most suspect
buildings on the list, Tobin said.
The Senate’s Toxics and Public
Safety Committee is currently reviewing SB 88. the State Earthquake Bond
Act of 1988.
Tobin said the state Senate is only
now considering funding for seismic
safety because California was in "bad
financial condition" when the commission’s report was published in
1981.
The bill was written by Sen. Art
Torres (D-Los Angeles .ind cospon-

sored by six other senators. including
Sen. Alfred Alquist (D-San Jose) and
Sen. Dan McCorquodale (D-San
Jose). said Melissa Martinez, special
assistant to Sen. Torres.
The hill was introduced to the
Senate Dec. 12, 1986 and assigned to
committee Jan. 29, she said.
Tobin, who testified before the
senate committee Tuesday, said the
SJSU buildings listed and rated in the
1981 report are:
, The Old Science Building.
number 1.5,
, Dudley Moorhead Hall, number 1.7.
The Administration Building,
number 2.0.
, The Student Union, number
5.0.
, Morris Daily Auditorium,
number 16.0.
Dwight Bentel Hall’s top floor
was closed last year because the firstfloor ceiling was sagging. hut it was
not listed in the report.
"This doesn’t mean that these
buildings are more unsafe than
See SAFETY, back page

Conference dispels fear
about scientific advance
Its Rosa Tong
Daily start writer
SJSU students. faculty and the
general public may learn about the implications science and technology have
in our society at the Science Update
Conference.
Coordinated by the School of
Natural Sciences, the conference’s
purpose is to provide current information on science-related issues to the
campus community.
"It’s an easy way to find out
what’s going on in some scientific topics," Jerry Smith, MU professor of
geology and biology and main coordinator of the conference, said.
The conference started 10 years
ago, Smith said.
The four-day conference, which
started yesterday, will continue until
Tuesday. March 3. Six hourly presentations are scheduled for each day
The event is geared toward an audience that wants to he educated in science. Walter Gong. professor of natural sciences said.
The idea of this conference is to
show the interaction between science.
technology and society.
"Scientific knowledge ends up
with something useful as technology,
and technology has a major impact in
society," Gong said.
Science and technology are not
isolated fields. They compliment each
other, and they both affect human affairs. Gong said.
About two-thirds of the speakers
are MU instructors who are specialists in their topics or have a strong interest in them. Smith said.
The other third are guest speakers
from different institutions in Santa
Clara County.

People think science
and technology are
running away from
us.’
Walter Gong,
natural sciences professor
Kenneth MacKay. professor of
meteorology, will speak today at 8:30
a.m about atmospheric consequences
of nuclear war.
"Most people are not aware of
the consequences of a nuclear war,"
MacKay said. The consequences not
only affect the countries that fight the
war hut also every country in the
world, he said.
A discussion on progress in education and treatment of AIDS will be
presented at 11:30 a.m. today by
1)a% id Burgess from the Santa Clara
County Health Department.
"Current Role ()I Technology in
Arms Control Negotiations" will he
discussed by David Bernstein of the
Center for Security and Arms Control
on Monday at 9:10 a.m. today.
After Bernstein’s presentation,
Vida Kenk, professor of biology, will
compare creation and evolution as scientific theories.
An audience of between 150 and
175 people attended the event last
year.
"People think science and technology are running away from us,"
Gong said. "Some people don’t want
to know about it, or wone, they think
it’s had.
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Editorials

Limit bikes, skateboards on campus
Allowing bicycle riders and skateboarders
to speed up and down campus walkways
congested with pedestrians is an intolerable situation.
Students shouldn’t have to worry about
dodging careless riders who race through the
campus.
Presently SJSU has no regulations restricting the operation of bicycles and skate boards,
but University Police Department Chief Lew
Schatz recognizes the hazards and is examining
a plan to curtail this unsafe condition.
That is fine, but while a plan is being examined, emergency restrictions should be applied and enforced. Having pedestrians, bicycle riders and skateboarders sharing walkways
is an accident waiting to happen.
Actually, accidents are a current problem
said, Dr. Raymond Miller, director of the student health center. The health center is constantly treating injuries suffered during accidents involving bicycles and skateboards.
Schatz said he is studying a policy similar
to the one in use at California State University
Chico, which requires that bicycles and skate

boards be walked in the interior of the campus.
Any policy implemented at SJSU should
be strictly enforced. Because SJSU’s enrollment is Close to 30,()OX) and the physical size of
the campus is so small, the walkways are often
congested. Pedestrians are often walking in a
hurried pace to get to and from classes and are
often unaware of a bicycler or skateboarder
bearing down on them --- it’s a wonder there
aren’t more serious injuries.
Anyone caught violating the rules should
have their wheels confiscated. Afterall, as Dr.
Miller put it, "they are vehicles and should
abide by the vehicle code."
Schatz should carefully examine a new
policy, taking into consideration the number of
students who rely on bicycles and skateboards
to get to and from campus. But the campus is in
urgent need of temporary restrictions prohibiting the use of wheeled vehicles on walkways.
Pedestrians already have to worry about
speeding cars when trying to cross San Carlos
Street, let them have peace of mind in the campus’s interior.

Writing Workshop enhances skills
II university students are to go out into the real world.
working at real jobs, they must he able to write proficiently
Written communication is fundamental, because the world
operates on language and communication.
Therefore, students should by the end of their ju
nior year -- be able to write effectively. drawing support
from experience. This is what the 100W writing workshop
course requires. It requires that one pass the course, not ace
it. If one feels he or she can pass the exam without taking
the course, the course may he waived by paying a fee and
taking a special exam.
Students complain that the 100W general education re quirement is unfair. Many say that the writing requirement
and final is biased: that only English majors can pass it easily. Others say that the final exam which is the crucial element in the
course because it must he passed in order to get credit - is
not answerable by foreign students and non-English majors.
And others say the course is a waste of time, thinking that
because they have taken English courses, they are exempt
fmm the exam.
By the end of one’s junior year. the student has been
required to pass such general education courses as English.
philosophy and logic, and written communication. The student should he able to use the acquired knowledge from the
courses to wnte argumentative essays.
The expository essay, which is the final for the 100W
course, requires the student to demonstrate writing competence, language skills, correct use of grammar and argumentative and discussion techniques - - all of which should
have been learned from previous general education courses.
not to mention high school classes.
To graduate fmm a school which did not expect or require its students to possess writing proficiency would bean
inadequate education. The ability to write is fundamental.
we have been writing since elementary school.
The essay exam in the 100W final does not require supenor or even extraordinary writing skill or style. The ques-
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Bobadilla

lion is broad enough that each person can apply him or herself to the question. The exam only demands that a student
he able to use his or her own logic to put his or her ideas
down on paper.
If universities allowed students to graduate without
testing them to find out whether they actually learned from
supporting courses, then the universities would be blameworthy for the world’s communication failures.
All businesses, including media, cry that they need
people who can write. Many in the business world say that
there is a shortage of those who write well, yet the businesses operate on communication.
This is the fault of the schools which allowed their
graduates to pass while lacking in writing skills, sending the
unskilled into the labor field. After all, everyone needs people who can write business letters, interoffice memos and
newsletters to clearly disseminate interoffice information.
’She expository essay exam allows the writer to take a
position and support it. It doesn’t require one to research the
library or read any books. hut allows the writer to search his
or her own experience and mind to support his or her position.
A student should he able to apply his liberal education
and background for support and examples in the essay. If
the student can’t, then he or she is lacking in fundamental
skills. The 100W class solves the problem of sending the
unskilled into the work force.

Expanded recycling plan a solid idea
Can you imagine 77 pounds of uncollected garbage piling up in your backyard every year? That’s approximately
how much recyclable garbage each citinn of San Jose produces every year. That means about 53 million pounds 01
San Jose’s recyclable garbage is literally dumped in Santa
Annie M.
Clara County’s backyard every year at the landfill in Milpitas off Highway 17.
Belt
But beginning in August, San Jose’s expanded curb.
side recycling program will he able to use the solid wastes
to produce about 180.000 pounds each of fresh paper, glass.
tin and aluminum cans. The San
Jose City Council voted Feb. 17 to
expand the city’s 60,000 house- count the direct revenue from recyclables and the indirect
hold curbside recycling program to all 177.000 of the city’s savings from avoided collection and disposal costs. The 65
percent of Palo Alto’s residents participating recycled 8 perhouseholds, beginning Aug I.
The expansion of the two-year-old program will make cent of the city’s total waste. The savings will be reinvested
into the program.
San Jose’s recycling program the largest in the country.
San Jose’s garbage collector. Waste Management Inc.,
In December alone San Jose recycled 810 tons of garbage. It is estimated that the expanded program could recy- can look forward to similar savings once the expanded program is firmly established. Residents can look forward to
cle 27.000 tons per year.
According to a recent survey 62 percent of households the considerable environmental benefits of cleaner air and
water.
that now have curbside recycling are participating.
But the benefits of recycling extend beyond the boundHouseholds in the new curbside recycling areas will receive three colored plastic bins for bottles, cans and news- aries of San Jose to the world around us.
Recycling saves energy while reducing land scarring
papers. Recyclable materials will be picked up the same day
by avoiding the mining of raw materials. It also helps to
as regular garbage.
slow
down the world’s rapid annual loss of 40 million acres
The revenue received from the sale of recyclahles will
help to pay the SI 8 million cost of the program in its first of forest land.
In 1980 the California Waste Management Board calyear.
The real potential monetary savings, however, he not culated a list of potential conversions for recycled matenals.
in the direct revenue received from recyclable% hut in the in- Following are four of their calculations:
180,000 tons per year of cornigated cardboard makes
direct savings gleened from avoided collection and disposal
500,000 medium-sized corrugated boxes daily.
costs, and extended landfill life
Extending landfill life keeps overall collection and dis- ,/ 1,000,000 tons yearly of mixed paper makes two pads of
writing paper per capita daily.
posal costs down Locating a site for a new landfill is diffi12.000 tons yearly of aluminum makes 100 Boeing 707s.
cult and costly. Neither businesses nor residents want the
270.000 ions per year of glass makes 24 six-packs of lb.
city dump in their backyard. Real estate costs for a new site
ounce bottles per person per year.
rise yearly, even monthly
Garbage is glorious when it’s recycled.
Collection and disposal costs increase as the number of
The City Council’s vote for recycling was also a vote
miles from the city to the dump rise. Extending landfill use
lor resource conservation, cleaner air, cleaner water,
keeps transportation costs down
The nine -year -old Palo Alto Recovery Matenals Pro- greater cost efficiency, more jobs, and a vote against land
gram netted a savings of S68,660 last year. taking into ac - scarring and the loss of forest lands.
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Forum Page Policy
The forum page offers an opportunity to express
views on important issues.
The Spartan Daily encourages readers to write letters to the editor. All letters must bear the writer’s
name, major, phone number and class level. Phone
numbers and anonymous letters will not be printed.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on the second floor
of Dwight Bente! Hall, or at the information center in
the Student Union.
The Spartan Dail) reserves the right to edit letters
for libel, length, taste and clarity.
Editorials, appearing in the upper left corner of the
page, are the opinions of the Spartan Daily Editorial
Board.
Weekly columns and columns appearing on a rotating basis are written by Daily editors and reflect their individual opinions.
Pieces labeled Viewpoint are written by Daily staff
writers and arc also opinions of the individual.
The forum page will periodically feature opinions
written by active members of the university community,
and will appear under the heading Community Perkin-,
live.

Letters to the Editor
Suffering is in the eye of the beholder
Editor.
am writing in response to Andy Bird’s Feb. 25 "A
Birdseye View" column. His column concerning the complaining students at our school contained some well -deserved complaints. but in contrast, other opinions should
have been thought through a lot more before the piece was
set to print.
I am not sure where Andy Bird resides, hut I am sure it
is not in the SJSU residence halls. I am sure that during the
"22 hours ol peril" the residence hall students suffered,
Bird was at home all showered, clean and sitting pretty. I
am sure he did not have to walk a half-mile for a simple trip
to the bathroom. I am sure his bathroom floor was not covered with raw sewage!
If Bird thinks the water problems dormitory students
experienced were just another set of "harsh realities" requiring no action, maybe he should go take a shower, put
shampoo in his wet hair, turn off the water and step out of
the shower onto a floor carpeted with the contents of "unflushed toilets and soggy toilet paper." Then he should
spend a whole day at school or work in this condition and
carry on a normal day in the life of a forum editor.
Let’s then hear what he thinks! Let’s see who now gets
the "honor" of a "Whimper Award." Maybe we can erect
a "men.-irial statue" celebrating his experience.
All I ask is for Bird to think twice the next time he
makes radical, sweeping opinions.
Matthew A. Thompson
Freshman
Aeronautical Operations

Area rapes more important than A.S.
Editor,
While last Friday’s Spartan Daily had the Associated
Students Program Board splattered all over its front pages
once again, the opening paragraphs of Paula Ray Christiansen’s page -two column caught my attention. Apparently, there have been two rapes in the campus area over the
past two weeks.
Hey guys, this is news. This is important and it belongs on the first page. Why haven’t we heard anything else
about it’? I live in this area, and it has a dramatic impact on
my life. And if. as I’ve heard, one of the rapes occured
early in the evening, then it affects a lot of commuter students as well.
We, as SJSU students and readers of the Daily, need
accurate information about these incidents. Nothing is more
important than student safety and the Daily can do no
greater service to the campus than keeping us up to date. I
hate the idea of walking around jumping at shadows and ol
being frightened every time I walk out of my apartment.
Please, please follow up on these stories. To simply
mention them on page two without any facts is not enough.
This is, at the very least, as important as the latest Rec Center snafu, or the parking problem or even the latest dirt
you’ve dug up on the A.S.
Kim Apathy
Senior
En

Peddling Backward
Paula Ray
Christiansen

Our quiet secrets
He said, "Hello. ’
I said "Hi, how are you
But I really wasn’t asking because I really
.11.111 care
You see until he answered me -- he was a
non -person.
The homeless live on our campus. In the doorways they crouch for warmth, while I walk by complaining about how cold my apartment is.
They dig for remnants of half-eaten food from the
well -stocked garbage bins around campus.
Nothing is too good, no scrap too small.
They say "thank you" for my rejected offerings
Not offerings at all. but leftovers.
They smoke stumped-out cigarettes and drink
stale sodas and spoiled milk.

This

is not a new topic. Stories have been writ
ten, television specials played and replayed.
The Homeless.
Never touched me.
Until he said he was "fine." He politely an
swered my question, addressing me as "ma’am
He was sincere.
Did I have a spare cigarette? I didn’t.
"That’s OK." he said.
"I’m used to it.
And he walked away, not without a smile. Ile
was not angry. He was just used to it.
The Homeless,
Tattered clothes, possibly something I threw out
last year, or last week, or only yesterday.
I didn’t need it.
Just as I didn’t need them.
It was not a gift, this food or item. Just one more
thing that took up too much space.
Son of like they do --- the non -people people
Society’s problems -- what to do with them.
where to hide them, how to wipe them from our view ’
Because they are painful to look at. They are an
obstruction. An Eyesore. They are the painful reality
of a system that still has kinks to he worked out.
They are our failures.
Talking to themselves.
I think they know a secret They talk to the only
in who understands.
They talk to the self.
We babble on to people who who pretend to listen people who don’t care. But they make us think
they do with their nods and "Hmms."
We use them to confirm our unreality. They let
us continue our make-believe perfection.
lam the one who has no home. A homeless fool
who sleeps in a warm hed, but who doesn’t know real
ity. Because I choose not to.
Arrogant, selfish fool.
Hiding in a fake world
running in circles that
never quite meet. Endless spirals.
lphe Homeless.
They face reality. Their circles are coin
oleic, they are not spirals leading nowhere.
Their world is whole because they don’t pretend
They are wise, these non-entity "problems."
Much wiser than 1. who didn’t really listen until
he took me seriously.
Too good to expect a response from someone I
have labeled. I was thrown off-guard.
He is "fine," hut what am I’?
He brought me into his circle, hull never would
have brought him into mine.
He gave me reality by talking to me. Letting me
in on the secret, which is really no secret at all.
It is listening.
and caring.
It is respect.
The secret of The Homeless
for Paula
The Spartan Daily is second h
Ray Christiansen. (’Ity Editor. Peddling Backward
appears every Friday.
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Womyn’s Week begins
A celebration of women: choices and challenges
By Elisha
Daily stall writer
celehranon of
the contributions 01 v.omen throughout
history .will begin nest %seek
Workshops and speeches locusing on %%omen’s issues will be hosted
at &NU from March 2-1,
A night march to protest [tomography and umate streets. comedy
skits, poking tun at a "lads’s" role in
society, and health and career
Workshops kk ill highlight the live -day
celehrat um.
’The reason lor Worm It’s Week
is to bring women’, issues out into the
open," said Marge Kintscher. encoordinator iii the Women’s Resource
Center. ,ponsor it the 11%e -day program.
"Society Is male -dominated.’’
she said "Our language. the media.
literature, es en in classes at SISU,
there is little mention 01 women. His101) and mocholiigs . are %% mien from
a man’s perspectoe.
The spelling in -womy n’’ was
chosen to gise %WIWI] their ossn identification unrelated to men k mischer
said.
The theme of ibis y ear’, Womyn’s Week k ’"rue Emerging
Woman: Choices and Challenges."
"Women are emerging as a force
in society." said Allison Kelsey a cocoordinator ot Woim ii W01111)

Week

it

Women face choices and challenges, emerging through the repression ()I the 50s and explosiveness of
the ’60s. Kelsey said.
Now a woman has more career
opportunities. But she is challenged to
work and at the same time take care of
her home and family. K int scher said.

’Men should challenge
themselves to be openminded and listen to
women for a change.
Mark Kuipper,
workshop speaker
Womyn’s Week is not just tor
women, said Mark Knipper. a peer
counselor Mr the domestic violence
program of the Family Service Association. Knipper will he speaking on
how to have better relationships.
"Men should challenge themselves to he open-minded and listen to
women for a change." he said.
Men look at women as secondclass citizens and have sexist views because of ignorance, he said.
"Womyn’s Week is all about
being open-minded and allowing yourself to he open to the vehicle of
change."
Next week’s activities in the Stu-

dent Union will include:
, Monday. a focus on "Strong
and Healthy." which will look at
women and AIDS, and eating disorders. The comedy group "Ladies
Against Women,’ will also perform.
, Tuesday. the theme "Working
Woman," will he used to address sexual harassment, among other topics.
Also. author Dorothy Bryant, will
speak on balancing a career and family.
A night march to protest pornography and unsafe streets, comedy
skits, poking fun at a "lady’s’’ role in
society. and health and career
workshops will highlight the five-day
celebration.
, On Wednesday. speaker Angela
Davis. an activist in the ’60s, will talk
about "Racism. Classism and Gender.
That day’s program will allow time for
the Summer Co-op and Job Fair.
, Thursday. the focus will he
"Relations Between Sexes.- w Mt the
anti -pornography filth "Not A Love
Story." A march. "Take Back the
Night" is geared toward women’s reclaiming the right to walk at night
without tear of attack.
, Friday will look at "Alternative
Lifestyles" and will feature Maiko, a
multi -ethnic drum and poetry ensemble.
Womyn’s Week started at SJSU
in the ’70,

ROTC engages in competition
this weekend at Fort Ord base
..i,lets es ill he participating in the Third Annual
Cadets will also go on a simulated combat mission
Ranger fI
_’.1.1..enge conflict mon Saturday at Fort Ord in Mon- in which they will get hit by sniper or artillery fire - and a
terey , said Itt flt Capt. Karen Phillips, assistant professor 10-kilometer run in full combat gear. Jicha said.
of niul it try su ien c
Brian Kilgore’. ia tumor majoring in psychology, Mark
Smith, a junior majoring in political science, and Roy GaA 11111. le,1111.11.1.1ChIlle111 !A ill he competing against various school, in \ orilacrti California including Santa Clara ga/a, a junior majoring in business, are among some of the
UnieCNIt The I 111,c! kits a !I NC% ada at Reno and California cadets participating in the event ..licha said
State l’imersii% ui 5.0 rimento in a series of military, manThe winner from this competition will go to the westuever,. said Cain (co run’ lichan ;assistant professor of mili- ern regional competition to be held at Fort Lewis. located in
tary
Seattle. Washington, Jicha said.
SJSU has not yet placed in the competition during its
The round-robin kiln nament ii so esents includes
competitions in rifle marksmanship. obstacle courses and a three-year existence. Phillips said.
The
cadets will he briefed on the guidelines of compehand grenade assault. in which the cadets will be using
tition at 7:30 a.m. Saturday and the actual competition will
dummy grenades \still real uses. licha said.
start around 8:30 a.m., Phillips said.
The coupon iii also includes a "weapons assembly
The event is open to the public and all students are incontest- in Uk Inch cadets will be Judged on how fast they vited to attend. Phillips said. The winner of the event will
put together a machine run us tth rifle parts that are mixed up he announced at a 7 p.m banquet in Monterey, Phillips
in box. Jicha said
sa I

Recreation rids doldrums
By Judith Faught
Daily stall writer
Tired ot study ing tor multernis
and listening to lectures! Take a break
from the monotony ot school and join
on a ski trip ofother SJSI ’
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Dateline

Tower report lashes Reagan
WASHINGTON (AN
The Tower commission
Thursday blistered President Reagan for failing to control his national security staff and said the president’s
concept of his arms-to-Iran policy -was not accurately
reflected in the reality" of the operation.
The sale of arms to Iran’s Khomeini government
"rewarded a regime that clearly supported terrorism and
hostage -taking," the panel said in a report released at
mid -morning to Reagan and to the public.
The panel, chosen by Reagan himself. provided
sharp and sometimes detailed criticism of key aides, including chief of staff Donald Regan, former CIA Director William J. Casey. former National Security Adviser
John Poindexter and National Security Council staffer
Oliver North.
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Gates forgets, too
WASHINGTON (API
Robert Gates, President
Reagan’s nominee to head the CIA. says he can’t remeniber what he told White House aides last year .r1 the
time they were compiling a phony chronology ot the
Iran -Contra affair. the Senate Intelligence Committee
said Thursday.
The statement by Gates may put his already troubled nomination in further Jeopardy, said Sen. William
Cohen, R -Maine. vice-chairman of the panel.
"This could cause some trouble," said Cohen.
"It’s certainly something we’ll want to lot* into more
when we meet next week."
Meantime, Sen. Arlen Specter. R -Pa., also a member (il the Intelligence Committee, said Reagan should
withdraw’ Gates’ nomination to replace William Casey.
lie has written to the White House to propose the with.

Regan, expected to resign within days. bears "primary responsibility for the chaos that descended upon
the White House" after the affair was disclosed. and
Poindexter "failed grievously" by not telling the president about the diversion of arms money to Nicaraguan
rebels, the report said.
The board estimated that Iran overpaid $3 million
for arms in 1985 and nearly $20 million in 19/16. and
said, "Sizable sums of money generated by the arms
sales to Iran remain unaccounted for."
The panel traced the origins of the Iranian iniative
to Israel, saying that nation wanted to promote its arms
export industry. strengthen Iran against Israel’s adversary. Iraq, and establish Israel as the only real strategic
partner of the United States in the Middle East.
MOSCOW (AP)
The Soviet Union on I hursday
"The president made mistakes," said former Sen. conducted its first nuclear test in more than 11/2 years, exJohn Tower. R -Texas. the chairman of the special re- ploding a device on its testing range in Soviet
view board that spent three months investigating the se- Kazakhstan.
cret sale of weapons to Iran and the diversion of profits
The official news agency Tags, which issued a twoto the Contra rebels.
paragraph report on the test, said the yield of the underground
blast was less than 20 kilotons.
Marine Lt. Col North was described as working
It said the test was conducted at 8 a.m. Moscow
practically in isolation on both the Iran policy and on efforts of questionable legality to raise funds to support the time i midnight ESTI near Semipalatinsk.
Ii was the first Soviet nuclear test since the Kremlin
Nicaraguan Contra rebels. The Tower commission said
Iranian arms funds were diverted to the Contras. and that ended a unilateral test moratorium that took effect in AuNorth’s reliance on "private intermediaries, business- gust 1985. The SOU !els had said they would maintain the
men and other financial brokers, private operators and test freeze until the I irst American test blast of 1987. The
Iranians hostile to the United States ... invited kickbacks United States conducted an test Feb. 2.
and payoffs."
Reagan’s policy of selling arms to Iran created an
incentive for further hostage-taking, violated the U.S.
arms embargo, and threatened to upset the military’ balance between Iran and Iraq. the board concluded in its
PASADENA (AP)
Mutant mice with a condition
inch -thick report.
that causes them to shi% er horribly and die early were
There was no evidence, the hoard said, to contra- cured before birth by crude genetic
surgery. a develdict Reagan’s contention that he did not know about the opment that may help scientists understand
hundreds of
diversion of money, or to involve Reagan in a cover-up inherited human diseases.
later.
The technique used to eliminate the genetic defect
But the panel said former National Security Ads iser can’t he used on human fetuses because it would kill far
Robert McFarlane admitted to helping prepare an ac- more than it would cure and nught cause greater defects,
count of the Iranian initiative that was "misleading, at said Leroy !food. biology chairman at the California Inleast, and wrong at worst." Moreover, the panel said stitute it lechnology
North was involved in an effort "to conceal or withhold
13(11. he said. "The information that we’ve gained
important information" and that notes that should have from SILILI I ng this particular mouse mutant is going to be
useful in the future in allowing us to understand and cure
been taken by Poindexter could not he found.
Despite Reagan’s claim that he could not remem- human nnitants "

Soviets run nuke test

Genetic surgery succeeds

Spartaguide

lered by the Associated Students LeiPlanning and Placement Series IV
sure Services.
The A.S. Leisure Services is of- Computerized Interview requests is
Students will leave SJSU March tering two-aside volleyball sign ups 5 p.m. today in Building Q.
25 for three days in the snow at the From 8 a.m. to 5 p m. today in the LeiRoyal Gorge Country Ski Resort lo- sure Services office. Call Leisure
Phi Beta Sigma fraternity is intercated near Truckee. The trip includes Services or Brian McNamara at 277- viewing for memberships from 6 to
transportation, lodging, food, ski les- 2858 for information.
10 p.m. tonight at 279 E. San Fersons, trail passes. skis and boots.
nando St. Call Chris Baker at 296The cost is $140 for students, facThe Bulwer-Lytton Undergrad- 8478 or Andre Chapman at 293-3806
ulty, staff, and Alumni Association uate Society will meet at 11:30 a.m. for information.
members. Others will pay $155.
today in the Faculty Office Building.
"The trip should be a lot of fun." Room 104. Call Kim Apathy at 293The SJSU Tae Kwon Do Club
said Brian Burke, leisure program di- 6491 for information.
will hold practice and a meeting from
rector. "It’s also an excellent price.
at the Spartan
You would regularly pay $55 a night
The Experiment in International 7 to 8:30 p.m. tonight
For the lodging alone, but you are also Living’s College Semester Abroad Complex. Room 75. Call Mr. Choi at
258-9800 for information.
getting your equipment and meals."
program will he interviewing students
Sign-ups for the ski trip will con- and providing general information
Le Circle Francais will show a
tinue through next Friday at the A.S. about the program at 1:30 p.m. today
French film at 6 p.m. Saturday at Prof.
I3usiness Office.
in the Student Union Pacheco Room.
Gerard Burger’s home. Call Sonia SarLeisure set-% ices k. also offering
at 745-1499 for information.
other activities during March to help
The India Student Association’s kissian
students with the doldrums.
Bowling Day will meet from 2 to 4
coordination
wardrobe
A
The Community Committee for
p.m. today at the Student Union howlworkshop will he held on March 12 ing lanes. Call Ravi at 443-1733 for International Students will hold Engand 19. The classes, conducted by information.
lish conversation groups next week in
wardrobe consultant Peggy Grodhaus
the Administration Building, Room
will help students analyze their fashion
SJS Ultimate Frisbee Club will 222. Call Muriel Andrews at 279-4675
needs according to their figure. budget have practice from 2:30 to 5:30 p.m.
for information.
and personality.
today at Williams Street Park. Call
The cost for the workshop is $17 Terry McCarthy at 279-0563 for inforThe Geology Club will discuss
tor students and $20 for non-students. mation.
the "Geologic Basis for Selecting
Sign up deadline is next Friday in the
Apollo Landing Sites" with retired
A.S. Business Office.
The Philosophy Department is U.S. Geological Surveyor Don WilSports enthusiasts can sign up for sponsoring a speech by Michael Katz helms at 12:30 p.m. Monday in Dunthe 2 -aside volleyball tournament or on "Self-Respect as a Catagory of can Hall, Room 311. Call the geology
the intramural softball league. The Ethical Harm" at 3:30 p.m. today in office at 277-2385 for information.
volleyball tournament will he held the Faculty Office Building, Room
next Mar. 6 - K. The sign up deadline 104. Call Stephen Voss at 277-2871
Phi Chi Them business fraternity
is Thursday.
will hold its first general meeting of
for information.
The slow -pitch softball league
the semester Monday. Call Lisa at
will have men’s, women’s and co-ed
277-8670 for information.
The deadline for turning in Career
divisions. Team sign ups begin Monday.
Sports fans can watch the 56 inSan Jose State University
tramural basketball teams. Men’s,
women’s, and co-ed teams shoot baskets on Sunday and Thursday evenings.

SPECIAL BUY
12
529
PACK

her, the hoard concluded that he had authorized a 1985
sale of arms by Israel to Iran
a conclusion siding with
an account gieen by McFarlane instead ol the recollection of Regan.

1987 PATTY SHEEHAN
INVITATIONAL
COLLEGE AM GOLF TOURNAMENT
at Fortord, Bayonet Course
Friday, February 27th to Sunday. March 1st

See 11 of the nations Top 20 Teams
San Jose State
Stanford
Tulsa
U.S. International
UCLA
USC

Arizona State
Furman
New Mexico
North Carolina
Oklahoma
Oklahoma State

(SJSU) Women’s Athletics Phone: 277-3142
Funded
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Sports

Friday. FehrtlarY 77, 19K7’Sparlan Daily

Track team to host Relays

Bract Mangin Daily stall

photographer

1oditorium. 5,1151. won its second straight home
game Thursday night, knocking off I ’tah State.

Fresno Stale guard Leo Walker drives by SJSC
guard Bobby Evans In Ionday’s contest at Civic

Men’s basketball team
plows Aggies at Civic
SJSU ends regular season Saturday vs. UOP
By Day id Barry
Daily stall writer
Ricky Bens ’s 27 points and
Rodney Scott’s ...neer high 14
points led the SISI haskeaull team
to a 81-73 s tools isci t i,uli State on
Thursday night in lioni it 1.947 fans
miniii
at the Cis
V1 tilt
SJSU clinches
a spot in the PCAA tournament
The win raised SJSU’s reciird
to 9-8 in PCAA play and II II mei .111. With the s ictory SJS I hroke a
lourth- place tie e oh the s iso mg Agee..
._,.... The key to this s loin> ss as de tense With unde; leo minutes lett
ea. trailing
in the lira hall.
1 I - 30. But behind three consecutise
steals by Bobby Es :MS. Yoh finished
with 10 points, SJSU ran off six
straight points to take a 36-34 hall little adsamage 5.151. 1 inished with
nine first -halt-steal+.
In the second halt the Spartans
had to hold off the Aggies. On two
occasions Utah State managed to tie
up the game. But SJSU kept the
pressure on.
One plus ss as the Spartans

clutch tree -throe shooting. In the
second half. 5.151 e as 17 or 20
from the line. I’m the game. the
Spartans eerC 21 ot 24 Scott was a
pet lest sis liii 51 and %%alas was
los* lin Ilse. Including teo free
throe s 55 1111 1.11 tell in the game
that iced the suit
Utah State was led by Danny
Cone ay eith 21 points. In addition
to Berry. Scott and Evans. the Spartans also receised a career -high 13
points from Dietrich Waters. who
started in place til the injured Gerald
Thomas
On Saturday night. the Spartans
will close out their regular season
against s !siting Pacific.
Their chief concern will he iii
head into the PCAA tournament
with momentum.
also he the last home
It e
game lot’ senior, George Puou and
Es ans.
The Spartans skill he trying to
hreak UOP’s hold over them. COP
has taken the last three contests troth
the Spartans.
Their most recent victory teen
SJSU was a 61-57 s ictory on Jan I

in Stockton_
The Spanans sill he looking
1 or retribution.
SJSU coach Bill Berry knows
that his Spartans are capable ol playing hetter
"We plased an lid in that
said. ’ rhat 55 as OM
game.’
ol three hail games w e’s e played this
ear
The kes to conquering the Ti -

Its .101 Goolaite
Daily Man writer
An inexperienced SJSU track
team opens its 19147 season when it
hosts the San Jose State Relays Saturday beginning at 9 a.m. at Bud Winter
Field
Marshall Clark, in his third season as the Spartans’ head coach, said
he expects many top male and female
collegiate track and field athletes from
throughout California to participate.
Some track clubs and amateur athletes
will also compete in this third annual
event.
Clark said he hopes the Spartans
can improve over a poor performance
last year in the non -scoring meet.
There will be no team competition. Instead. the top three collegiate finishers
will be awarded medals.
’It’s a good show,’’ Clark said.
"The meet is intended to give kids recognition to start the season. It will he
the hest meet in Northern California.
"Lust year we (the SJSU team)
fell on our face," he said. "We hope
to do better this year."
In the field events Clark said
SJSU should he competitive. hut the
degree of competitiveness depends on
whether several injured Spartans heal.
Clark said high jumper Jini Reis
would have been favored to win a

’It will be the best
meet in Northern
California.’
Marshall

Clark,

SJISC track and field coach
medal, hut because of an injury prohaIlly won’t compete.
Dan Katches, the reigning PCAA
champion, will challenge tor a medal
in the discus throw nark described
Katches as one of the top throwers in
the country.
In a special event. the .15 -pound
weight throw, Clark rated Fred Schumacher. SJSLI’s four-time indisir hammer throwing All-American. as one of
the lavontes.
Clark said he expects SJSU to
challenge lavored Cal and Fresno State
entries in the mile relay. Ed Tucker,
Mark Kigali, Demetrius Carter and
David Villalohos are tentatively scheduled to run this event ler the Spanans
In the track events. the First heats
begin at 11 a.m. Clark said he anticipates fielding competitise entries in
the 4(81-meter and two-mile relays.
Clark said Caner. Villalobos.
Paul Abbott and anchorman Russell

Johnson will probably comprise the
44E-meter relay team. Fred Payton is a
top alternate, who could see action.
The teo-mile relay team, Clark
said, will probably consist of Steve
Scholz, Rod Sanders, Dessaline
Tucker and Chris Becerra, the teams
top returning middle-distance runner.
Clark said he wasn’t really concerned with dominating the Relays,
hut would like to use this inert to get
his athletes ready tiir the PCAA regular-season. Avoiding debilitating injuries and not overworking his athletes
are his primary concerns.
Clark described his team as the
most inexperienced he has ever
coached. Eighteen ol the 32 team
members are new.
"We lost a lot of people." Clark
said. "Weve never had this much of a
turnover before.
"The team has a lot ol question
marks," he said. "hut it’ll be exciting
to see where we are or aren’t
Claudia Losch. the 1984 women’s shot put Olympic gold medalist
from West Germany, will make a special appearance Saturday Losch may
even put the shot once or twice.
SJSU begins PCAA competition
next Saturday against Fresno State, a
team Clark rated as the conference favorite.

Men’s tennis team routs Gators
lark Foyer
Daily staff writer
For SJSU’s Mike Scadden, the 1987 men’s tennis season hasn’t been a happy’ one.
lie entered Wednesday’s match against San Francisco
State with a 0-4 record. He had come close to getting his
first win. but he hadn’t quite made it - until Wednesday.
Scadden stuck with his base line game forcing the Gators’ Noel Madrid into errors, en route to his first win of the
season, 6-3. 7-6.
For the day, the Spartans won all nine matches, earning their third victory of the season against one loss.
Even though Scadden didn’t have a sin entering
Wednesday’s match, he didn’t feel any pressure from the
rest of the team.
Scadden said. "They kept
"They treated me
giving me encouragement after each match and practice."
SJSU coach John Hubbell said Scadden always hustles.
"Mike has played well for its this vear." Hubbell said

"I was happy to see hun suiii ’odds
The Spartans wasted no time disposing ol the Gators.
Top seed Malcolm Allen made quick work oh Dale
Hersch. winning 6-1, 6-1. second -seeded Tom Sheehan
overpowered Scott Howard 6-3. 6-1 and No.3 seed Paul
Carbone breezed past Jeff Kazin 6-1. 6-0.
For the second straight day fourth -seeded Gary Peralta
had to go three sets But unlike Tuesday’s match against
Foothill Community College. Peralta won. defeating SFS’s
Martin Nunez 6-4, 31u, 6-4.
Fifth -seeded Risto Moilanen won in straight sets over
Gregory Yuen 6- I . 6-2.
In doubles play. the No.I team of Sheehan and Carbone remained undefeated at 4-0 %tat a 6-2, 6-4 win over
Hersch and Howard.
Allen and Moilanen defeated Nunez and Kazor 6- I .
6-I in a match that lasted just 35 minutes, and in the third
doubles match, Scadden and Paul Liccardo knocked tilt
Yuen and Madrid 6-0, 4-6, 6-2. Liccardo was playing tor
Peralta, who was still playing his singles match.

NOMINATED FOR
&a ACADEMY AWARDS

Spartans on the Air
KSJS (90 7 FM) Air Time:
720 p.m. Game Time- 7-30 p.m.
Saturday.
KHTT (1500 AM) Air Time:
Approximately 9:30 p.m. Saturday
(tape-delay).

ENTER If41-1-610-11
"GREAT
a wonderful, exciting, heartwarming movie."

gers. 10- lb overall and 6-11. is slopping Brent Counts and Christian
Gray .
Counts, a 6-foot -9 senior, enters the game averaging 18 points
per game. Gray. a 6-5 junior, is
scoring at a 15.7 clip.
’Counts and Gray have given
us headaches.’’ Bevis said. "We’ve
got to stop them ’

SISKEL St EBERT & THE MOVIES

’.’..SUCH STUFF AS ROCKY BALBOA AND THE
KARATE KID are made of ..." - Richard Schickel TIME MAGAZINE
SLEEPER OF THE SEASON.." -

Sports Shorts

’.’.. GENUINELY STIRRING.. "

Scot Hailer, PEOPLE MAGAZINE

-

David A MOM NEWSWEEK

Men’s Tennis
The SJSU men’s tennis team
14-11 knocked off Canada College 8-1
Thursday afternoon at South Campus
In singles, the Spartans’ top flue
seeds were victorious. Malcolm Allen
won 641, 6-4, Toni Sheehan won 6E.
6-2, Paul Carbone won 6-4, 6-2, Gars
Perak.’ won 6-I,6-4) and Risk) Moila
nen won 6-1, 6-0. In doubles play .
SJSU swept all three matches

IFC Basketball
In Wednesday night’s Interfrater
nity basketball action Theta Chi upset
SAE. Alpha Tau Omega handed the
Pikes its second straight loss, Signia
Chi toppled the Tekes. Delta Sig
stopped Sigma Nu, Kappa Sigma sunk
Delta U and in a battle of titans, Phi
Delta Theta triumphed over the Sam
Imes

us
Univ. of
San Diego
Feb. 28th
12:00 p.m.

SJSU WOMEN’S
TENNIS
South Campus ( ’our, s
11th and Humbolt
Info NOM 277 3283
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL CONDITION
THE STUDENT UNION OF SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
(A California State University and Colleges Auxiliary Organization)
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LADIES AGAINST WOrsIEN

L.A.W.
PERFORMANCE

S.J.S.U. WOMYN’S WEEK PROTEST
.% group of girls from I.adies Against AS omen, 11 . 511 .1 will assemble at noon.
Thindat %larch 2nd, at the SJSI Student I nion I oma Prieta Rm. in all Ifillft to
discourage %%mit n’s Sleek, a despicable meek of shameless feminist programs.
I .A.11 . is concerned about the abundance of girls at San Jose Slate who WITI to
hate other interests besides catching a husband. Thet sill instruct those poor girls
afflicted with leg hair and facial nudity , who near blue jeans and flat shoes, and don’t
hate proper color coordination.
In addition In discouraging the SJSI Health Set, ices from selling contraceptis es,
t "Sperms and eggs are people too, yet billions are murdered dailt ."Il .’.%S. oill
request the immediate termination of iail I ullerton as I nit ersitt President, t "551. think
she was applt ing for the job of secretary to the President and someone made a
mistake."’
Recent members of the press are eluded: he punctual and near uniomfonahli
clothing. please.
(-0-SPONIMM EN NI’ ASSN(

I FIN

HEMDALE FILM CORPORATION
A CARTER DE HAVEN PRODUCTION GENE HACKMAN HOOSIERS
BARBARA HERSHEY DENNIS HOPPER EDITED BY C TIMOTHY CrMEARA MUSIC BY JERRY GOLDSMITH
DIRECTOR OF PHOIDGRAF’HY FRED MURPHY ASSOCIATE PRODUCER GRAHAM HENDERSON
EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS JOHN DALY AND DEREK GIBSON WRITTEN BY ANGELO PIZZO
PRODUCED BY CARTER DE HAVEN AND ANGELO FIZZO DUIECTED BY DAVID ANSPAUGH

IS sSDsJst %%OMENS CENTER

.13G
Monday, March 2
SPill I Student
$1 Minimum
Admission

12 N
1 tuna Prieta Run
$2 Donal.
Appreciated

PARENT Al GIIIINNCI SLINSITO 4.110"’""wwuc.."="...

STARTS TODAY AT A SPECIALLY
SELECTED THEATER NEAR YOU
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James Andrews. an irate neighbor ill the Alpha Tau
Omega Iraternity, said noise front loud music and parties
has disrupted the community.
ATO President Mark Wilkerson said he was aware at
the problem but that the neighbors were uncooperative
about resolving it.

Two members ol the freshman class erected a
graveyard in the quad last night at I I 30 in commemoration
of the sophomore class mint. Sophomores heard of the plot,
however, and at press time Spartan Daily reporters sax second -year men lurking around the tomb awaiting a chance to
show they were still alive. It was believed the sophs were
planning to change the tombstone to make it read in commemoration of the freshman class spirit.
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Yesterdaily

Claims have been made regarding the financial conduct of former SJSU student Tim Orivco, chairman of the
1986 Homecoming Committee. Jean Lenart. Associated
Students business administrator, said Oroico still owes $42
for the sale of 1985 Homecoming t-shirts.
Delta Upsilon also contends that Oroeco owes the fraternity’s pledge class $51) for supplies used for the Homecoming bonfire, said Kevin Jameson. president of the Ira tern stv
A new scheduling plan approved by SJSU President
Gail Fullerton was developed to prohibit 75 -minute lecture
classes on Monday and Wednesday. Departments which
offer 75 -minute classes Monday and Wednesday afternoons
and Tuesday and Thursday will not he affected by the plan.
Three unions mined the Iron Workers Union in a walkout at the Rec Center construction site Wednesday to protest
a non-union subcontractor hired to work on the Student
Union Recreation and Events Center aquatic center.

Sports
The SJSU women’s tennis team detested Foothill
Community College 6-3 in a non -conference match Friday
at South Campus, but lost Monday to Santa Clara 5- I .

SAN FRANCISCO (API - A $225.00) donation
from the rock band Huey Lewis and the News will he
used to fund a program to train doctors to deal with
AIDS patients.
The University of California at San Francisco announced the program Thursday and said it’s needed because most physicians completed their medical training
before the AIDS epidemic began and have had little experience treating such patients.
"We have been bombarded with requests from physicians all over the world to spend one week to three
months here studying how we deal with our AIDS patients." said Paul Volberding, associate professor of
medicine and director of AIDS Activ itics at San Fran-
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Here today, gone tomorrow.
This old cliche has had special meaning to members of
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity for allot last year.
It seems that person or persons unknown have been entering the house. 202 S. I I th St., via the normally unlocked
front door. They would leave the premises with whatever
suited their fancy.
The latest incident involved theft of a large mirror, valued at $1511. It happened some time last weekend.
Other items taken include: two ceramic molds, two
brass candlesticks, two wall plaques and ceramic figurines.
fraternity charter certificate, candelabra and a 20-inch -tall
statue of a woman.
Value of the articles taken is estimated at $430 up.
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. . .1986
President Gail Fullerton said the university now has
three options about what to do with Dwight Bente! Hall.
Fullerton said at her Monday news conference the options
are temporary repair, renovation and demolition of the
building, depending on seismic and structural survey results.

Good Clean Fun

cisco General Hospital.
"It is impossible to handle the demand on an ad hoc
basis." he said.
"The best way to serve the need is with a fullfledged training program. As the virus continues its
spread, physicians must feel able to deal with all aspects
of the AIDS epidemic." he said.
"Including the disease appearing in heterosexuals.
intravenous drug users, women and children,"Volberding said.
Acquired immune deficiency syndrome, which is
spread through body fluids such as semen and blood, has
been most prevalent among male homosexuals and intravenous drug users.
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Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
CHILD ABUSE TREATMENT PRO.
GRAM Enhance personal & professional growth as Volunteer in.
tern in world renowned local
program

Counseling, support
aravices. @Min data processing.
public awareness. iundreising
etc BI- & mono-lingual, all no
pirs. grad Sr undergred F.pnrl
.ce Item 018,10.1 lo post grad
Intro-to-extrovert WE NEED YOU
New campus ICE F PO Box
952. S J 95108. call 280-5055
STUDENT

DENTAL CIPTICI

PI AN

Enroll now. Save your teeth, eyes
and money too For information
end brochure see A S Office or
call (406) 371-6811
VA ORIENTATION MEETINGS March
1.5. 7PM. SV CommuMty 00, Op
earpts must attend

AUTOMOTIVE
’13

NISSAN SENTRA. 46k mibo.
ern tro 5.0, 2 dr. new clutch. .1
cral $3300. 131. 277-3181 Mr

’76 CHEVY NOVA. pepteee YR. 20r,
new trs brks, sac cond Must see
$250050 Mike 991-4363 days
’&4 MAZDA 62000W Shell los, miles
well maintained. custom side inn
rms, bumm, dent. tailgate As
Is firm $4000. 729.7606

COMPUTERS
WE

SELL IBM COMPATIBLE computer XT complete system lot
$510. AT complete system Or
01195 PC-COM, computer & sc
Meson. 401S 3rd St corner of
San Salvador. 295-1606
met Visitor MC

rr

We au

6995 CL ONE 20MB. 6406. 47
OW. graph, monitor. floppy Ars
51995 40MEI. 1024k 1415) 7836126

FOR SALE
FUTONS’, GRAND OPENINO, SAi E at
Our new location Save 10% on nii
Mons up to 25% on ail frames
through Feb 28th Customs Fu
tem & Pillows Plus, 900 S Win
Mester Blvd (between Moore..
Williams) San Jose 296-6161
NOT A DREAM, THE book How to
start & per.te your own profile
tole business at home would
change you, way 01 1115 For Ir.
into send sell addressed ...lope to Western Publishing Co
P0 Boa 390100, Mtn View Ca

won
YOU

CAN OWN A NEW GRAND
DEL TA 10-speed for less than
665 MHC Bicycle Sales offers
10w-cost tronsportstion needs tor

the etudont All Wes fimi 35851
gultrentee Days 942.7738, Eves
213-4780 ask tor Joe
60

take
ACRES IN MOUNTAINS
Meats eras, 2 creeks, swimming
rood
access
MI6, Wrote locked
i’MM116.11.340.000 19161221 -490-

HELP WANTED
AIBLIOWS

CRUISELINES

HIRING’

Pay
&memo
Career.
Good
Ewer Call for guide. cassette.
Mereeetvimr (916) 944-1144 a20
DRIVERLDELIVERY FOR XXX *dull
rnegarine pr.) classified.) P
ET 67 25M
mileage 725-8737
DRIVERS POSITIONS.) Parl
vls
Rent A Cer Is now accepting op
Muttons out a San Joe. Airport
location Meese apply al 1455
NE Airport lehrd between Sam
end 4prn, Monday through Friday

EXHAUST
EROC
OPERATORS
NEEDED at VARIAN Full time.
weekend shift r Friday. Saturday.
Sunday, Monday) Requires US
citirenship, a technical dente.
lion and good record keeping
skills Call lie at (4I Si 493.1800.
eft 445
JOBS’ JOBS! JOBS’ ideal tor slu
dents Join our marketing stall
Take new and renewal rnegerine
1049

Greduating seniors should
apply now’
WAITERS & WAITRESSES COCKTAIL
HE I P Jessica. Nightclub S 1.1
Si Cali 297.0297 for appoint
87 88 SPAR TAN all i AGE ADVISOR
positions Leh 777 7530 to appiy
56 HR TO START’. SANDWICH tn.
n,scrrd maintenence positions
open mtween Oar.? 30pm

live

orders by phone Mon.Weds
Sat & Sun Outstanding earning
potential C6113719090
MAKE GOOD MONEY 8 valuable conn.tions vrith ALUMNI Work for
Ihe SJSU nnual fund Convenient campus location PT field We, wlind & eve hr. 55 hr guaranteed
up to $70 bonus per 3 hr
session Call 777.9208

Interview call (800)843.1188
TEACH OVERSEAS! For a free brochore, pies. send
belleddressed, stamped envelop* to
Friends of World Teaching, P0
Box 1049. Sen Diego. Ca 92112
days weekly. no weekends Apply
at Sourdough Eetery, 044 N First
St

San Jose

HOUSING
AFFORDABL E HOUSING. Near San
Jose Slate or alud.ts Don’t
ha.le parking, walk to school
free utilities, monthly disc Fully
lurnished,

color TV VCR and
hou.k.ping .rvice Shared or
single rooms swell/Mi. Office 72
N 5th St., call 998-0234
FEMAL E TO Share 3bdrm home w 2
others
nr
Men.
College,
/385 me 1 3 All
step 255-5548
AVAIL ABLE NOW", LARGE 2 13drin, 2
bath apt One bib /min campus
Taking reservations for nest se
’nester Call 287-5316 or 81371647
LARGE CLEAN QUIET COURTYARD
apt tor aluelmts 8 professionals
195 E Reed tom S 5th St Call
Ina 227-1230
dee

111Sn.

5400

OUILITY Pt ACE, 445 Washington
, Santa Clare Ca OW 243.
7200
HAIR SHOW MODELS need. March
7,1915 Cuts, colors, perms For
information call (415j887-7977
HILL EL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIATION" Shabbal dinners, parties.

INSTANT CREDIT" NO credit ch.kr
No Interest charges. You are eligible! unlimited credit tine with hill
color catalog. VCR s iftweiry and
more
write

if you

its qtr

or semester During your
winter. spring & especially sum.
mar brooks, fuli time work Is avall
Call today tor info San interview,
or call Mon -Fri between 10am 8
2pni 275.9885 If the line Is busy.
pHs.e be meant & try again An
equal opportunity company
-el auto
PART TIME JORS"! We moo
club memmrships tor be
Oil

companies

Pert me.

easy

weekly paychecks ST to
SIT hourly commission complete
training provided Great tapart
once tor yodr resume R C SMITH
CORP. 247-0570
hours

PART TIME SALES & BOOKKEEPING
positions evallable bay Jewelers
Eastridge Mall. 274.9747
SAL FS’ $6.1(10 hr. tiesible
hours Great customer list Start
Green
Thumb
IMMEDIATE! )1
lawn Service 7491558

PHONE

16.278
to
choose from. subp.ts Order
catalog today with VISA MC or
hot line-600-351
COD Toll tr
0222, In Calif (?13/477 0228. or

RESEARCH

PAPERS.

rush $200 to Research Assis
02011lance, 11322 Idaho Ave
SN los Angeles. Cs 90025 Cue
torn research also available-ail
ievels
RESORT HOTFI S ()RMS. INFS. air
iines,ornueerneni parks. NOW er
resoling apple...ions For Ho orma
Hoc,

II

National
Service.

applic lotion
wile
Coleglale Recreation
P0 Pow 11074. Hilton
an

Heed SC 29938
OFFICERS".
SECURITY
erne pert rime all Milts We
’rein Apply in person Mon
Rim-pm 260 Meridian Ace

Full
will
Fri
San

Jose. coil 2065880
SUPERVISOR MANAGER wok in late
afternoons & early eves Most
neve can or other large vehicle A
insurance Should emoy working
wi &
w teenagers 5600
ma. during Paining IDEAL for
psych or Maims. motor For an

2 BOR.. 2 BA APT quiet mc bidg
parting Walk to SJSU 5650 per
In. Call 279-5070

LOST AND FOUND
LOST" GOLD ROPE CHAIN
CROSS
on Feb 6th REWARD, no qua..
lions Call 277-8608 Return Is
deeply appreciated.

citizens. SJSU students. staff &
likully FREE estimate. EMER
GENCIES ANYTIME!
Call Ron
Hughes, Ev.green Locksmith &
Security Services, 270-3277 San
Jo. All work guaranteed

six months & are 20-55 years old,
at
please
cell
this
college

PROFESSIONAL WEDDING PHOTOG
RAPHY by SJSU grad Cherish
your priceless memories torever
Budget and deluxe pecimges
available Complimentary 8 a 10
when you mention this ad For
FREE
appointment
call
Paul
Smith Photography at 2513-1329

40)824-4-49075401
BARE IT ALL! Slop sharing.
Miming or using chemical depill.
lodes Let me permanently re
mom your unwent. hair (chin,
bikini tummy, moustache etc)
15 percent discount to students

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by KIRK
KUPIRIAN Distinctive portraiture
with a sensitive touch A variety

and taco!. Cell before June 1.
1987 end get your first appt all 2
price Unwented Hair Disappears
With My Care
Gwen Cheigren
RE. 559-3500.1645 S Bascom
Ave, eC

PERSONALS

stalled, master keying Call 9 00
IX 6 00 Mon thru Sat (Sun by
oppl only) licmsed-bonded-moblle 10% discount on labor with
this ad Special rates tom senior

SERVICES

sminatIons 8 treatment, as panel
research protect if you have
had low back min for more than

In addition

KEYS MADE. LOCKOUTS opened. rekeying. Meta
deadboes In.

to qualified women It begins
.on, so call 370-3741 Iron. 9-4
days NOW If demonstrated suc
eesful It will be even for a to,

ROOMATES WANTED 2 nonsmokers
to share quiet 4 br home In Campbell Full privii, washer, dryer, etc

of packages to choose horn, all
reasonably priced By appointment (408) 259.5941

Hair Today Gone To-

TYPING

rnOrIOVI

DAM IN

RETTY LOU"" See you at
the SUMMER & CO-OP JOB FAIR.
3 4, lOarn-3prn. SU ballroom Love
8 kisses. BOBBY JOE

F %MORE YOUR POSITIVE FUTURE"
Flrarelass metophyskal Counseling is exmlieni for finding ilfe di-

Clear exple
nations rea.nable UNI & multive
Research
Hale stalltics MS
Assoc 015) 349-4407

DATA ARAI YS1S

EDITORIAL

be011 in privets practice as Prolessionel Psychic Consultant and
Astrologer since 1970 end use
vast array of techniques in sera.
Ing you A single session does
the lob-m.1mM rapid effective
and practical 575 hr. $45 30 min
References. Carol Willis. M A Call
(4081 734 9110 for appointment or
lo be placed on the mailing ilet

ACHIEVEMENT
ACCOUNTABil ITT,
ACKNOWL

EDGEABI F In typing that. lops
trust Tony 296-2007
Thanks
St 50 per page double spaced

COMPANION

WANTED

In

live with sincere honilleepped
lasting
man Went to establish
reirdionehliP Please call Roan at
296-)306
El OTAT1ON RELAXATION

LINDA FOR PROFESSIONAL
WORD PROCESSING
Reports,

LASER
AAAAH
PERFECTION.
PRINTER typeset quality output
Word processing at Its best Hare
done own master a Molt, Experienced in resumes. letters, theses,
professions! beck -up 8 group
prorects No lob too small or too
large Ammon.. Call Barbe at
926-4370 TODAY’
BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time Fr
perlenced, professional word promising
papers,
the.s,
re
sums. oh.c overflow, mailings.
newsletters Student Discounts
Guaranteed work Only 10 min.
utes from campus Words end
More (Pamela) 923-7810
ACADEMIC
AND
PROFESSIONAL
word processing PJ’s Word Pro

guaranteed Professional. gulch &
dePendable service at AFFORDABI E RATES." Call Pam at 247.
2681 (Santa Clara) Further ..-

den Brenham ar. Free disk storage
PROF
STENO
TYPING
SERVICE al 264-4504
FINEST KIND WORD PROCESSING’
All types ol papers all lengths
1 35 page typing & spelling,
St 65 page typing 8 lull proof.
reeding
Campbell
ere., local
pickup 8 delivery 666-6960
DAYSTAR

SECRETARIAL

ings with referral discounts!
PROFESSIONAL EDITING OF term papers. theses, and dissertations
Pi.. cell 554-8650
TERM PAPERS

RESUMES,’ Need
help’ Call S 0 5’ Word Processing Spell Check I altar Omit. Printers Resumes (10 cop*.
inel 1 Cover otters
Envelopes
Pholocoples - choke of paper
aperient:4w
Vet
inespenerre
7354045 (Suer Sunnyvale

Profes-

sional student typist and skilled
word processor Dependable and
beat’ Perfect finished documents
from laser printer
no typos,
whiteout

etc ) St SO per page
Call Sheron et 356-2717 (To my
repeat silents, cell to reserve Me
for your protects before ond-ol.
semester rush 15 00’)

classing Service offers qualit9.
guaranteed work Experienced In
term papers, thesis, group pro.
(acts resumes manuscripts end
letters Only minutes from con,.

EDITING WORD PROCESSING 26.
9148 Former English minor can
assist w grimmer. vocabulary.
enticne.
structure
Term re
search papers (APA. Turabtan.
Campbell). also resumes cover
let I egibte copy please Students

pus Cali PJ at 9232309
ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING.923
8461 20% STUDENT DISCOUNT
All formats (APA, MLA. Tumbler).
etc (end group projects welcome
Free spell 05001 000 disk storage
Experienced thesis and public..
lion typist Standard end
niktpIrWord
csnortorcim pro

e nd teculty welcome Willow Glen
area, easy to tome Call Mrs
Morton 2619448

ce.Ing Instruction available 910
5
Mon -Fri
By
appointment

ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
Term papers, research papers.

Chrystal 923-84131

thews & dIssenstions (Campbell
Turoblen, APA 3rd ed I, screen

BLOSSOM
HILL SANTA
TERESA
AREA Mt. .curate typing and
word processing avail.ia seven

plays, resumes, cover 8 Meow up
letters, manuiscrIpts (boots, are.
des, short tenersi. transcription
FREE SPEL CHEK, copy edtf It re

days s week Acadernk business
and personal typing welcome

BURNING THE MIDNIGHT OIL’ Two
finger typing got you down, Than
call Gall at A WORD OR TWO for
quality typing of reports and
2871.42. H no answer

theses, group protects. resumes
APA speclatty Quick return on
all papers All work guaranteed
Per page end hourly roles Alma-

quested), proof disc Igor.. Student I scut.
discounts
(Mick
turnaround Santa Clara
2411
5875
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
academic, business. legal word

TYPING".

REASONABLE

RATESe

Soots Clara area Call Pettl at 7.5633
TYPING St SO page. resume 55 & up.
minimum charge 55 We use IBM
comestible. Wordstar word processor and letter quellty printer
PC CON, 404 S 3rd St comer of
San Satvador One Nock from
campus Call 295 1606
WORD EXPERTISE Word Processing
Minis ...nation menuserlpt
English irIIC Spanish
OM/
371-8220
WORD PROCESSING! Students. Inmochas. smell business Term
papers. Mills mums. mandlasermtions. mass miens.
spell ch.k. etc
Raissomble
rates Call 6 & ft Desktop Sore
ims or 274.7671 Limited pack 1.91
& delivery
?FE

TYPING AND SECRETARIAL
Fast, accurate .7.1
available .ven days week Located In the Blossom HMS...
Teresa area Call 365-101 2
SERVICES
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lectures ...shops claims
FEMALE

CALL

ante. Thanks

theses

processing needs Term pepers,
reports, resumes, rover lettere,
group projects, manuals. theses,
dissertations, etc All ..dentic
harm.
APA Free disk storage, SPELCHEK pumtution and
All wort
grammar assistance

piesse leave mess,.

.ven days weekly
Quick turnaround All work guar

Call 365-1012

AAAA- ACCURACY

RE-wrItIng

SERVICES

rection end purpose. vocellmal
guidance deep self.knowledge,
lilt
clarifying
transitions,
relationship compattbelty, and
profound insights Into Me dynamics end your sours path I have

293-4780

ELECTROLYSIS
CLINIC"
UN.
WANTED HAIR removed forever
Confidential!
335 5
Bsywood
Ave San Jose. call 247.7488 for
appointment

are serious concerns, you are in
vit. to participate In study to
break the Op cycle The approved
program Is safe. IndivIduelized
FREE
completely confidential

earn per wk equal $235 FT (401
earnings per wk equal 5470 No
exp is needed became of our intensive on the lob training pro.

qualify corporate scholarships
are awarded internships are pm
& you may earn 234 cred

days 942.7736. Eves
ask for Joe

Boa 90359, San Jose. Ca 95109

Spacious house near compus
Call Tony G.rge at 947-8052

limi name

build, Sill Electronics is committed to oiler losi cost consulting needs. for the student Call

WOMEN. YOU CAN take control of
your eating if bingIng & purging

BACKACHE, PALMER COLLEGE OF
CHIROPRACTICWest is currently
accepting patients !or FREE as

$325 ma inei utile 377-1654

EE’s 11. Is that ELECTRONIC DE
SIGN PROJECT due and you have
no resources for ideas or whet to

FREE information please
National Horne Shoppers,

PART 8 FLA I TIME RETAIL HELP"
National firm preparing for Spring
& Sumner work If accepted, you
will earn $11 75 starting, PT (20)

ROOM TO RENT, 2 blIts to SJSU
$250 mu utilitl. pald Share kit &
bth Call Kent 795-2280

Thms development preparation
Statistics All fields Catelog Berhefty (415) 526-4957.041-5036

9311

MASTER
REDA.
AVAILABLE
5320 mw $100 cl.ning depose

gram Good math & reading skills
area plus Some evening 5 week
and positions ere aveiteble &
some flexibility is allowed during
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nut" Come to the only float,
Hurn In Northern CalSomle imp
Ine youisell floeting on 30% se
line solution Your body forgets
the miter
TM muscles that
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can now I et Go. The emonenc
is Ilk coating In Opi.C 0Oit
Total muscular retesetton You
come away from the eirpertence
feeling you re been v.etioning
tor a mot in Maul Cell now foi in
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time floater. cell for an eppom
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Student co-op awaits $12,000 is loaned
Fullerton’s signature to credit members
APPROVAL. from page I
Boothe and McLennan are still
hopeful Of opening Monday.
"We could still open Monday. if
we were to get an approval by midnight (tonight)." McLennan said.
"But actually, its long as we get it before Fullerton leaves for the weekend,
we could open Monday .
Both Boothe and McLennan are
confident that the terms of the lease
agreement are in order.
Last week, the lease was approved by both the Student Union
hoard and the A.S. hoard ol directors.
With Fullerton out of town until
last Friday. Boothe was unable to present the approved document to her
until that time.
"She told me that she would approve it right now. but she lost had to
get the approval from Bruce Richardson," Boothe said
The lease v.as sent to Richardson
at the CSU chancellor’s office last Friday. He should have received it by
Monday..
Because Richardson is not the
chief counsel, he is not allowed to talk
to the press, his secretary said.
Boothe knows from past exix4ii
ences that he will have to be patient
"I worked in the office ot John
Vasconcellos iCalitornia Assembly -

man from the 23rd dist’ let ) with Scott
Stricklin who is a lawyer," he said.
"When I used to answer the phone. he
used to ask, ’Were they rude or
pushy’!’ If they were, we didn’t have
to do anything
"I want to he pushy with Richardson but not in a pushy way."
Boothe said.
The credit union’s biggest worry
is having the examiner from the National Credit Union Administration
come in and revoke the chapter. McLennan said.
The credit union’s chapter was
approved in October and it was to have
been open on campus by Jan. 21.
However, problems concerning the
name delayed it.
However. Daniel Murphy, a representative vi ith the local chapter of
the NCUA said there is no set time for
opening a credit union.
"We would like them to he open
in 60 days, hut there is no lima," he
said. "We’ve had some that have
opened in 90 days and others which
have taken six months."
Murphy also added that what this
credit union is going through is no dif
lerent from any other
"Other credit unions have similar
problems. They are no different than
anyone else "

,1(1’01.A1S. Irma page I
’At this lime we MC unable to
serve our membership, which is the
students of San Jose State." he
said.
The credit union hasn’t taken
any new accounts since January
when the credit union and the A.S.
agreed to work together. McLennan said.
It also has not approved any
new loans.
"We have some founding
members who have loans pending," McLennan said. "But
we’re not going to do anything until
the space is approved ’’
The credit union started with
12 memhers, hut has grown already
to between 20 and 30 people. he
said.
Because financial matters are
protected. Mcl...ennan said he
would not release the names of people who have joined the credit
union.
But members have been meeting monthly since the charter was
approved. The next one is tenta-

said. "We would like all buildings
to he new and updated, but we don’t
have the money for it.’’
The state gave SJSU about $660,000 for special repairs in fiscal year
1985-86, but about $354),(KX) in fiscal
year 1986-87. Pluta said.

I:10, from Imo I
But at Wednesday’s meeting, the
board voted down the ii)496 allocation.
It eventually approved the $1,000 underwrite plus a $348 allocation.
Bitt Uyuklu wasn’t sure his group
would he able to get the costumes with
the allocated amount.
"If we don’t get all the money.
then we may turn down the 51.000,"
he said. "Our budget is not set I don’t
know if we could come up with the
Ira money.’’
Boothe, taking his opinion from
the meeting, had heard enough.
"They said that it would be an instil ticeni amount ill money, so why
L’ie Ii

The club had first come before
the allocation committee two weeks
ago hut did not possess the proper information to make a request
fly Min returned helore the A.S.
Monday with his request. It was approved by a 3-0 vote and sent to the
hoard ot directors. Under the
guidelines that gosern allocations.
groups requesting more than $200
must have approval ot the A.S. hoard.
"I was really surprised by the
hoard," tlyuklu said later. "We represent San Jose State when we are
traveling "
The , luh still owes the A.S. $500
Irmo a pit, hills antic:11km in l0145

SPARTANS
VS
UNIV. of SAN FRANCISCO

Senate proposes seismic bill
SAFETY, from page I
others," Tobin said ’They DIN! his
a higher priirit Ithan other state
buildings) for being checked out...
Tobin said the "potentially unsafe buildings" report takes into account a building’s construction materiInundation,
als,
s.tructural
maintenance and occupancy
Barbara Pluta. SJSU design construction manager for Facilities Development and Operations, said some of
the MU buildings listed in the commission’s report will meet seismic
safety codes by 1990.
The Old Science Building and
Dwight Bernd Hall are tentatiy el,
scheduled for renovation in fall 19814.
Wahlquist Library; not on the
safety commission’s list, is scheduled
for renovation in June. When the
Wahlquist Library renovation is complete. administration staff will temporarily move into it and the Administration Building’s renovation will begin.
Pinta said.
"If we felt a building was a ha,ard to students. we would close it

tively scheduled or March 10, McLennan said.
McLennan said the National
Administration,
Credit
Union
which regulates credit unions, has
known about the loans and the deposits
"We have to file a financial
report with them every month," he
said. "And they look it over to see
that everything is in order."
Fullerton is also aware of the
loans. Boothe said.
"She has suggested to us that
we should set up in a fraternity or
sorority house until we get the approval." he said. "But that is not
preferable to us.
"She knows that we are
viewed externally from the university. But we want a stable, permanent locat ion . " he said.
McLennan said the credit
union has looked for places offcampus to begin operation.
"I’ve looked at business ofbees, apartments, fraternities and
sororities, hut everything is too expensive." he said.

A.S. president says no
to Turkish folklore club

February 28th
1:00 p.m.
SJSU WOMEN’S SOFTBALL

SAE MALE REVIEW

PAL Stadium (King Rd exit at 280)
SJSU Students $1.00
Adults $3.00

For further information call (408) 277 -FANS
Funded by Associated Students

Tonight 9:00
182 S. 10th Street

ANGEL HEART

MCKIT

It will scare you to your very soul.

Call days, eves, or weekends
(4151 327-0841

IKAPLAN
SUNLIT H KAPLAN IDUOLTIONAL (INTIK LID
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BE IT HEREBY KNOWN
THAT THE FOLLOWING INDIVIDUALS
ARE BEING RECOGNIZED
BY THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
FOR THEIR
HARD WORK & DEDICATION

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS COMMITTEES
Acadernk Fairness
Diane Fhtlich. I iso GLIM, 5,r,, Mat Muir ay Kill,, Okauniraa
Mary Mt-Monson, 1140,...1Salant,. 1,,tther inf. Walser
Advisory CoinsmItiee on Public Information
Alan Kahn Kim taltratemm.
Aternselve Action
Msrtha Boras. Ftant. Wells

Harry Angel

Athletic lamed
Mandy Moaner
Budget Committee
Steve t. tmliat Mons,,

has been

laddlet Review Committee
Annabel Asput.
Safety Advisory
C.1Xgntivironment
,
Lendscape end FcolOgy Advisory
voiantin Amdtrti
Campus Planning
Patricia Phdar, Kalhenne Thoometty I Wile Ittatth
Election Bawd
D.cheto tioOne. Cheryl itothorh Arnold Say, Misty Wiles,
Itaval Mk raft

hired to
search for
the truth...

Graduate Reseerch. Search Committee
Barbara Shepard.
names Studies
Vence Donlon
MoreecomIng COCOMMINI
Brad Armstrong I island Hemet,. tonna Ilayint Deborah Matron!
Gone Oswald Rebel r Prodat Andrea Salwitno
Improvement of instruction
K.’,
Pete, Carophett
Information Systems and Computing Advisory Roam)
John Dessrduthetu
Institutional Animet Care end Uae Committee
me Boon/

Pray
he doesn’t
find it.

insercullurst Shoring Committee
Moth, Ithatin Altnherly
International Sludeni Advisory
tiowArd C Mel Crn.g tleonorh Anttlpo lannoto

Vt.,1.11 Ant, ar

JUdialery
Meth Hondas Terry McCarthy Cara launder. Adam Schnai

s I

Mickey Rourke Robert DeNiro Lisa Bonet An Alan Parker Film

Llbney Comrades,
Man- uS Anti
Outstanding Protease,. a Distinguished Teacher Awards
Motion Shatitneato
Personnel Werner. Committee
Shelly GOnreles Mary McCarthy Tom MePeck Denny Madames*,
Ardy Steurweld Keay Stevens
Pmeeelkin Se Mimeo Subsists
Susan Sneowo
Satety
Curtis (Inns

Advieery

SWIM IllheirovIM
Amalie ClOrtraltet
Illperlen Steven BO of On
Anne Whew Dandy Medals,
Shewnisar
WAY ANseetiene
Cynthia Um* Ftenovm ’Amour

Student Grievance Camminee

840 BerghOlet, Raved ilajgs

Tom Meinier. Mark VOlitemon

Student Union lid nADIr
Peter Campbell Susan Chew,
TM, HON Chow Shahrad C homey
Mika Johhson
Unttererseueres Studies
Dents. Stevens Starner, Tarneduch.
University Communication* negro
flennungleed Swag Fotgusnn

THANK YOU AU.!

Please stop by A.5 Office to receive your gift,
courtesy of Spartan Shops.

Mario Kassar and Andrew Vajna Present
Mickey Rourke An Alan Parker Film
Robert DeNiro
’Angel Heart"
Lisa Bonet Charlotte Rampling:I.,,., Original Music by Trevor Jones Director of Photography Michael Seresin
Hjortsberg Screenplay by Alan Parker
Executive Producers Mario Kassar and Andrew Vajna
Produced by Alan Marshall and Elliott Kastner Directed by Alan Parker A Tn-Srar Release
in tow

..ttr. its

All 11 Ott Resented

alijitetrrOr MAW)

FREE SCREENING
FRIDAY, FEB. 27
8:00 PM

CENTURY 22 B

3162 OLIN AVENUE
sponsored by
AS PROGRAM BOARD
STATE UNIVERSITY
JOSE
SAN
Tickets are required. Tickets available at
Information
Desk or Dining Commons.
Student Union

COMING MARCH 6 TO A THEATRE NEAR YOU

